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1 Task Description

1.1 Learn about efficient sampling from diffusion models

Diffusion models are generative models that can generate high-quality data samples from the training distribution. But,
diffusion models are notoriously inefficient to sample from. In our case, we focus on an image-based dataset. Sampling
from a diffusion model starts with a completely random noisy image, and the model slowly transforms this noise into
an image that imitates our actual distribution. Sampling takes a lot of time because of the denoising procedure that
takes an order of thousand steps to go from noise xT to complete image x0[1]. For each time step t P rN s, we have to
compute a transformation from xt to xt´1 (because x0 is the target). This is called the reverse diffusion process, which
removes noise instead of the forward process that adds it.

Since diffusion models were first published by in the paper Denoising Diffusion Probabilistic Models (DDPM) [1] by
Ho et al., 2020, there has been a lot of research in making the sampling procedure efficient. One of the approaches is
Score-Based Generative Modeling Through Stochastic Differential Equation[2], where they evaluate a score function
∇x log ptpxq using a neural network sθpx, tq. This score function is a measure of the gradient in the probability space,
and we can do gradient ascent to a higher probability region and consequently generate an image that imitates the
actual distribution. Another important contribution was made by Qinsheng Zhang and Yongxin Chen in the paper Fast
Sampling of Diffusion Models With Exponential Integrator[3], where they proposed a diffusion exponential integrator
sampler (DEIS) which can generate very high-quality images using as less than 10 steps or score function evaluations.
Their technique, DEIS, can be used with any pre-trained model.

Hence, through our course project, we aim to explore various efficient sampling techniques for diffusion models without
trading off the quality of generated images.

1.2 Implement a sampling algorithm using DEIS

We attempt to implement a sampling algorithm using the DIES sampler provided in the GitHub repository code.
Specifically, we tried to implement fifth-order Dormand-Prince ODE solver. But because of resource constraint we are
not able to conduct the experiment.

˚Course project report for CS726 - Advanced Machine Learning taught by Prof. Sunita Sarawagi. Code is available at
https://github.com/pace577/score_sde_pytorch.

https://github.com/qsh-zh/deis
https://github.com/pace577/score_sde_pytorch
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2 Challenges Addressed

2.1 Conceptually challenging topics with mathematical derivations

Diffusion models are relatively new, and the literature around them is constantly evolving. A lot of research on diffusion
models is published annually, and researchers look at it from different perspectives. It is very cumbersome to parse all
the research before getting lost in the other notational conventions used by different researchers.

Another essential aspect involved with understanding Diffusion models is the number of concepts involved. It also
demands an understanding of complex concepts in probability theory, probabilistic graphical models, and even
knowledge of solving differential equations.

2.2 Getting the code to run

The code provided by the authors of the paper has used the Jax library by Google for their implementation. Though Jax is
more efficient than Python in terms of speed, it has a much larger memory footprint. This made us port the code from Jax
to Pytorch, which was a difficult task. Another issue with the code was setting up the environment. The environment.yml
file provided in the GitHub repository had a lot of outdated versions of libraries like TensorFlow==2.4.0, which has
been discontinued and is not available anywhere. The code does not run with any other version of TensorFlow. Hence,
the environment setup took a lot of time. Our porting of the code will ensure reproducibility for further scientific
research in the field.

3 Methodology

Diffusion models [1] have recently shown great generative capabilities compared to models like GANs, with great
scalability, stable training and low hyper-parameter sensivity. Though, this comes at the cost of slow sampling. The
main idea in our project is to explore better and faster sampling methods and make the sampling procedure of DMs
efficient. To this end, there are two classes of methods. First class of methods optimize forward noising process which
in turn makes the backward denoising process efficient. The other class of methods make the process of solving SDE or
ODE’s faster.

3.1 Score-based generative modelling

Score Function is defined as the gradient of the log probability density function. It helps to remove the intractable
normalizing constant term. Score-based models have achieved state-of-the-art performance on many downstream tasks
and applications.[4] The Training of score-based models is done by minimizing the Fisher divergence.

Eppxqr}∇x log ppxq ´ sθpxq}22s (1)

However as we don’t know the data distribution, we can not calculate the ground truth score directly. To overcome this
problem, the technique of Score/Sliced Score Matching comes handy. Score/Sliced Score Matching eliminates the data
score using integration by parts and the final term contains only the network gradients and constants.[5] Score matching
objective can be optimized with stochastic gradient descent, analogous to the log-likelihood objective.

After Training of score based model, the sampling is done through the Langevin Dynamics. Langevin dynamics
accesses p(x) only through the score function. The Limitation of this approach is that the estimated score functions are
inaccurate in low density regions, where few data points are available for computing the score matching objective.[2]
Also, Realistic Data is often sparsely distributed, hence our initial sample is highly likely to be in the low density
regions, hence, Inaccurate score-based model will derail Langevin dynamics from the very beginning. Now the question
arises as how to accurately estimate the score function in regions of low data density?

One of the possible Solution for the above problem is to perturb the data points with noise and train the score-based
models on the noisy data points.[2] But then the question arises as how to choose the appropriate noise scale?As Larger
noise will over-corrupt the data and smaller noise does not cover the low density region for better score estimation.
The possible Way forward is to use Multiple scales of noise perturbations simultaneously. One of the model based
on the above approach is Noise Conditional Score-based model. As it is observed that the addition of multiple noise
scales is critical to the generative models. The other possible solution is to perturb the data with stochastic differential
equation. Many stochastic processes (diffusion processes in particular) are solutions of stochastic differential equations
(SDEs). Process of noise addition is a continuous stochastic process. Solution of a stochastic differential equation is a
continuous collection of random variables.
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Figure 1: Score Matching with Langevin Dynamics (SMLD)

Figure 2: Pitfalls of Langevin MCMC: Score function

If the input data is perturbed in a continuous-time stochastic process, we obtain - Higher quality samples, Exact
log-likelihood computation and Controllable generation for inverse problem solving. [2]P px0q denotes the original
distribution and P pxT q denotes the Prior distribution. Forward Process of SDE is defined as -

dx “ fpx, tqdt ` gptqdw (2)

Importantly, any SDE has a corresponding reverse SDE[6] -

dx “ rfpx, tq ´ gptq2∇x log ptpxqsdt ` gptqdw̄ (3)

For sample generation, we need to solve the reverse SDE. Training of a Time-Dependent Score-Based Model is to be
done for the score based network. Subsequently the reverse SDE is solved through numerical solver methods such as
Euler-Maruyama and Runge Kutta method[7]. SDE solvers are time consuming and this results in slowing down of the
sampling speed.

3
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Bottleneck for diffusion models is the sampling process. Sampling is slower in comparison with other generative
models. Sampling efficiency metric is the number of network function evaluations (NFE) required to generate an image
of desired quality.[3] Eg: If a Denoising Diffusion Prbabilistic Model (DDPM) takes 1000 steps to generate 1 sample,
and each step requires evaluating the learnt neural network once, then NFE=1000.[1] Sample quality metrics are FID,
inception score

One of the possible approach to increase the sampling speed is through probability flow ODE, it converts SDE to ODE,
without changing the marginal distribution.[2]

dx “ rfpx, tq ´
1

2
gptq2∇x log ptpxqsdt (4)

Thus by solving this ODE, we can sample from the same distributions as the reverse SDE. The probability flow ODE
becomes a special case of a neural ODE. In particular, PF is an example of continuous normalizing flows since the
probability flow ODE converts a data distribution to a prior noise distribution (since it shares the same marginal
distributions as the SDE) and is fully invertible.

Denoising Diffusion Prbabilistic Model (DDPM) uses ancestral sampling, but doesn’t use a langevin-based step. Score
Matching Langevin Dynamics (SMLD) samples according to langevin dynamics only. What if we use both sampling
techniques? Will it improve sample quality? Yes as we use the best of bth the world. Predictor-Corrector samplers first
make a prediction step (solve the Differential Equation) followed by a corrector step (gradient ascent). Predictor is
any numerical SDE solver that predicts xpt ` ∆tq Corrector is any MCMC approach that uses score function. This
makes sampling more efficient and improves sampling quality, when compared to using predictor-only or corrector-only
samplers.

3.2 Fast sampling with Diffusion Exponential Integrator Sampler (DEIS)

As discussed at the start of this section, there are two approaches to make the sampling process of diffusion models
efficient. The first approach optimizes the forward process, while the second approach finds efficient ways to solve
the backward denoising process SDE defined by the score function ∇x log ptpxq. The authors in this paper try to use
the second approach by implementing exponential integrator sampler that can efficiently solve the SDE (Network
score Function Evaluations (NFE) are very less) associated with the score function, without trading off image quality,
assuming sθpxt, tq « ∇x log ptpxq.

Let us first mention the forward noising and reverse denoising processes in 1 and 2, respectively.

dx “ Ftxdt ` Gtdw, (1)

Here, Ft is the linear drift coefficient and Gt is the diffusion coefficient. w is the standard wiener process that injects
stochasticity in both forward and reverse process. Given the forward process, Song et al.[2] show that the corresponding
reverse-time diffusion process is the following

dx “
“

Ftxdt ´ GtG
T
t ∇ log ptpxq

‰

dt ` Gtdw, (2)

where, again w is the standard wiener process. ∇ log ptpxq is the score function that we would like the neural network
sθ to approximate. We define ptpxtq as the marginal distribution of xt. Also, we denote p0tpxt|x0q as the conditional of
xt given x0. We define the training objective

Lpθq “ Et„Unifr0,T sEppx0qp0tpxt|x0q

”

∥∇ log p0tpxt|x0q ´ sθpxt, tq∥2Λt

ı

. (3)

where ∇ log p0tpxt|x0q can be solved exactly since p0tpxt|x0q is a simple Gaussian. Her, we are trying to minimize the
score matching loss.

3.2.1 Using learned scored models

If we have a score network trained with sufficient accuracy i.e. sθpxt, tq « ∇x log ptpxq, we can use it to generate new
samples by using 2 and solving the SDE. The authors propose another family of SDEs defined as

dx̂ “

„

Ftx̂ ´
1 ` λ2

2
GtG

T
t sθpx̂, tq

ȷ

dt ` λGtdw, (4)

4
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The SDEs are parameterized by λ. When λ “ 1, we exactly have the SDE in 2. Alternately, if λ “ 0, the stochasticity
is removed from the differential equation and becomes an ODE, called probability flow ODE. In general, we have
λ ě 0.

If we have sθpxt, tq “ ∇x log ptpxq @x, t, then it has been shown by [8] that the estimated p̂˚
T “ π exactly matches

the actual pt @0 ď t ď T . The problem is that this assumption is not true for most choices of x, t. Consequently, we
have to discretize 4 and get an approximate solution. This gives rise to two types of errors in the approximation.

Fitting error: This error arises due to the mismatch between ground truth and the learned score network.

Discretization error: This error is introduced due to the numerical approximations involved in the discretization
process.

The authors recommend finding a good discretization scheme to mitigate the effects of fitting errors. It is intuitive
because reducing the discretization error involves choosing the discretization steps carefully, which can imply that we
step through the regions of ∇ log ppxq that correspond to a good fit of the score function.

3.2.2 Discretization error and designing DEIS

The authors go on to propose the estimation of discretization error for probability flow model and provide the DEIS
algorithm for mitigating it. First they define the following dynamics which correspond to λ “ 0 ODE

dx̂

dt
“ Ftx̂ ´

1

2
GtG

T
t sθpx̂, tq. (5)

which has the following exact solution equation

x̂t “ Ψpt, sqx̂s `

ż t

s

Ψpt, τq

„

´
1

2
GτG

T
τ sθpx̂τ , τq

ȷ

dτ, (6)

where the function Ψpt, sq satisfies the following two properties

B

Bt
Ψpt, sq “ FtΨpt, sq

Ψps, sq “ I

Euler vs Exponential Integrator method: The first thing is choosing a good ODE solver so that the discretization
error is minimized. Even though Euler method is widely used as a numerical solver, it is a first order method. The
equation for solving the ODE using Euler’s method is given as follows

x̂t´∆t “ x̂t ´

„

Ftx̂t ´
1

2
GtG

T
t sθpx̂t, tq

ȷ

∆t. (7)

The EI method described by 8 uses higher order ODE solvers and is expected to give better results. Though this does
not happen straightaway, which is not trivial and is surprising even to the authors. Following is the EI integrator solution
equation

x̂t´∆t “ Ψpt ´ ∆t, tqx̂t `

«

ż t´∆t

t

´
1

2
Ψpt ´ ∆t, τqGτG

T
τ dτ

ff

sθpx̂t, tq. (8)

Note that the bad performance of EI can be attributed to the fact that the above system has an approximation where
sθpx̂t, tq is outside the integral and we assume that for a small step t ` ∆t, the score function does not change much.
This does not hold in general. The first image in 3 shows this result empirically. We define score approximation error
as ∆spτq “ ∥sθpxτ , τq ´ sθpxt, tq∥ @τ P rt ´ ∆t, ts, then we have the plot of ∆s against t as in the figure. This
problem can be solved by a reparameterization introduced next.

Proposing an ϵθ parameterization for sθ: The score function sθ is parameterized by ϵθ with the relation sθ “ ´L´T
t ϵθ,

where Lt is any matrix that satisfies LtLT
t “ Σt. Consequently, we are trying to learn a parameterized score

function ∇ log ptpxq « ´L´T
t ϵθpx, tq. We observe from figure 3 second plot that ∆s greatly reduces when the ϵθ

reparameterization is applied. When we use ϵθ approximation in the EI equation, we get the following

5
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Figure 3: Improving upon score approximation.[3]

x̂t´∆t “ Ψpt ´ ∆t, tqx̂t `

«

ż t´∆t

t

1

2
Ψpt ´ ∆t, τqGτG

T
τ L

´T
τ dτ

ff

ϵθpx̂t, tq. (9)

The above equation uses a zeroth order approximation of ϵθ because ϵθpx̂t, tq is a constant for a give t. Here comes the
last piece of the DEIS sampler.

Higher order approximation for ϵθ: For a time discretization ttiu
N
i“0, with t0 “ 0 and tN “ T , we fit a polynomial

Prptq, a degree-r polynomial, for each i. For an interpolation point pti`j , ϵθpx̂ti`j
, ti`jqq, 0 ď j ď r, Prptq is given

as

Prptq “

r
ÿ

j“0

«

ź

k‰j

t ´ ti`k

ti`j ´ ti`k

ff

ϵθpx̂ti`j , ti`jq. (10)

Indeed, the higher order approximation Prptq yields much better estimates of ϵθ. This is also apparent when a very less
NFE yields high-quality images. Observe in the third plot of figure 3 that as the value of r increases, the approximation
of ϵθ becomes better and consequently, ∆ϵ reduces. Using higher order approximations, when number of discretization
steps is small pN « 10q, leads to better quality samples.

Finally, replacing the higher order approximations for ϵθ is in the ODE equation gives the equation 11, where the
coefficient Cij is described in the next equation 12.

x̂ti´1 “ Ψpti´1, tiqx̂ti `

r
ÿ

j“0

rCijϵθpx̂ti`j , ti`jqs (11)

Cij “

ż ti´1

ti

1

2
Ψpti´1, τqGτG

T
τ L

´T
τ

ź

k‰j

r
τ ´ ti`k

ti`j ´ ti`k
sdτ. (12)

4 Implementation and Results

Attach plots and figures here. Discuss results

5 Related Work

The usage of score function, which is the gradient of the likelihood, in generative modeling was first motivated by Song
et al.[7], in which ideas from Langevin dynamics for generative modeling[9] were used in along with score functions.
Neural networks with similar input and output dimensions were used to learn the score function through the process
of score-matching[10]. By using a annealed noise schedule, Song et al. came up with Annealed Langevin Dynamics
sampling[7].

6
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The family of denoising diffusion probabilistic models (DDPM) [11] add noise to datapoints in the training set and
attempts to learn the reverse denoising process, so that the model can learn how to generate samples given a sample that
comes from a certain prior distribution. While DDPMs don’t seem to have to do anything with score-based models, it
turns out that the training objective looks quite similar to the score matching objective in [7].

Parallels between DDPM and SMLD are drawn in [2] in which stochastic differential equations that govern the
continuous time stochastic processes corresponding to both DDPM and SMLD are obtained. Using the work by
Anderson[12], reverse SDEs are obtained for both the equations. Moreover, a novel Predictor-Corrector sampling
technique is discussed in [2].

A non-markovian approach to diffusion models is discussed in [4], which improved the sampling efficiency. A fast
sampling method using an exponential integrator is discussed in [3], in which the authors closely examine the sources
of error in the generation process of diffusion models and develop a sampling method that attempts to minimize these
detected errors.

reading the fast sampling process:

6 Conclusion

We have gone through lots of literature in the domain of score-based generative models and familiarized ourselves with
various sampling techniques and existing state of the art models.

We have tried to compile all that information in this project presentation and tried to make it easier to digest.

We have tried to understand the implementation of the code provided by the authors. Since the implementation uses a
very old environment configuration of python packages, it is very tricky to build the environment. We have tried to
do this manually but there are some compatibility issue that we cannot resolve. Despite this, we have had success in
generating some image samples from a pre-trained model on CIFAR-10.
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